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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 42 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.1in.A collection of six science fiction short stories,
several from the Outyonder universe featured in the Novel PIRATES OF THE OUTRIGGER RIFT.
Included are: Bear -- a young boy discovers that even a cybernetic companion cant protect him
from evil. Totem -- a stranded pilot meets a far different enemy that he expected. Liberation --
starport bars are dangerous places for both predator and prey. Truckin -- even in space the goods
still have to get to market, and hitchhikers still roam the byways. Guardian -- a mystic martial artist
is entrusted to a holy task. and Star Gazing -- a vignette in which we learn something of the nature
of true wisdom. About the Author: Bill D. Allen is an Oklahoma writer and motorcycle enthusiast.
His latest work is PIRATES OF OUTRIGGER RIFT a collaboration with Colorado writer Gary Jonas,
from 47North which will be available as a Kindle Serial in September of 2013. This item ships from
La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could comprehended every thing out of this composed e pdf. I am just very happy to tell you that this is
the greatest pdf i have study inside my individual existence and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Miss Laurie Waters IV-- Miss Laurie Waters IV

Most of these publication is the greatest publication o ered. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading period of time. You can expect to like just how the
article writer create this publication.
-- Eddie Schuppe-- Eddie Schuppe
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